The CF1000 Compact Foiler modules are
unique, floor mounted, portable units with
docking stations for use in multiple locations,
suitable for most Printing Presses.
Cold Foiling and Cast and Cure finishing techniques are becoming more desirable
as customers strive to provide new, dynamic, cost effective print - packaging concepts
to stay in front of their competition.
The Compact Foiler module is designed to fit most types of Offset Printing Press to enhance
their capabilities and create these exciting new effects on existing press equipment.
The module is portable and can be moved to operate in multiple locations. The reels are
loaded at floor level eliminating the need for overhead lifting equipment and potential foil
contamination which is prevalent on Press mounted units.
The press is started and the adhesive image applied / printed on the preceding station,
checked for registration before starting the Compact Foiler. The blanket cylinder is closed
and the module immediately accelerates automatically to match the press speed.
There are four different foil saving systems to maximise yield and save material costs.
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CF1000 SPECIFICATION

BENEFITS

Sizes: 1060mm (42”) Standard to 1600mm (63”)

Runs conventional and UV adhesives / inks for all types of press

Speed: 18000 sheets / hour

Small space requirement & can be used in multiple locations

Core sizes: 76mm (3”) & 152mm (6”)

Comprehensive and versatile module

Typical reel change over times: Less than 3 minutes

Floor loading for safety, no crane or platform required

Maximum roll diameter: 600mm (24”) 15000m

Large capacity reels for less change overs

Drives: Lenze digital servo drives & auto tension control

Rapid connect with press

PLC: Siemens S7 with touch screeen

No weight or vibration above the press

Rollers: Release coated, no contact with coated side above press

Eliminates foil delamination and contamination of press during running

Waste foil is rewound for multi pass if pattern permits

Maximised foil yield

Four different foil saving options

Use different colours when multi reel (zoned foiling)

“Material Low” sensor with alarm

No operator supervision, runs in complete harmony with press

Automatic web break and wrap around detection

Closed loop monitoring of module & process with alarm & auto press stop

Automatic print speed matching

Cantilevered or lift out trolley for transportation and loading of reels

Colour coded panels to match press

Integrated design with press colour coded panels

Rapid installation (2-4 days)

Reduce press downtime

CE & UL marked with appropriate guarding

Total safety

Supported worldwide

Robust and reliable solution supported worldwide

It is very important to consider set up & changeover time, waste and quality when comparing vendors.
Our unit is constructed for high running speeds, quality and safety. We are endorsed by several press manufacturers
and many leading Printers have chosen our module as the most versatile unit on the market today.

Both unwind and rewind are driven using the latest
digital servo controls for perfect tension and speed
matching during the foiling process. The press is
started and the adhesive image applied / printed
on the preceding station, checked for registration
before initiating the foiling section.
The nip is closed and the module immediately
accelerates automatically to match the press speed.

The portable Unwind and Rewind module is positioned
and secured in the docking station next to the desired
Press location.
The docking station includes the synchronising module
options for web tension control and foil registration.
The system electrical supplies and press controls are
quickly connected using the coded plug and sockets.
On power up the unit automatically recognises the
station, setting up the relevant press interlocks before
signalling that the unit is ready for use.

The non-coated side of the web is
turned through 90 degrees before and
after the foiling process using our air
turner bar section, located above the
press sections used for foiling.
The speed of the infeed and outfeed
rollers are monitored at all times to
automatically stop the press if the foil
sticks to the blanket or breaks.

The CF1000 modules produce a perfect
quality rewound roll for multiple passes
of foil and film to maximise foil yield
when the pattern permits. The servo
drives control the tension automatically
throughout the winding process.
The reels can be supported on lift out
shafts or cantilevered for rapid loading/
unloading of the reels.

The CF1000 has four options for foil saving which can be selected depending on the pattern / coverage to increase foil yield.
The unit produces a high quality finished roll after the foiling process for multiple passes through the press when the pattern permits.

(MOVING FOIL REEL SIDE WAYS)

OPTION 2: FOIL REGISTRATION SAVING
The facility to move the image across the foil web and run multiple times eliminating the need to
stock a variety of foil widths or run multiple reels for zoned foiling (Pattern and web width permitting).

A registration mark can be printed on the foil during each pass and a sensor is positioned
on the turner unit which automatically adjusts the foil as it passes the canal to maintain foil
registration when running the foil through multiple times. This eliminates/reduces the waste
between the print repeat length/canal waste if the pattern permits.

OPTION 3: ZONED FOILING (MULTI REEL)

OPTION 4: GAP SAVING (INDEXING)

Differential rewind and unwind shafts can be supplied for multiple reel unwinding and re-winding
for Zoned Foiling as and where the foil is required. We normally recommend a max of 4-5 reels or
one of the other foil saving options should be selected to reduce set up time. The reels and rewind
cores are positioned using a lazer for rapid alignment to the printing plate. This option can’t be
used with registration or canal saving as the reels are mounted on a common shaft.

Canal Saving/(Step & Repeat) is an option which is available on all modules. Two foil indexing units
are fitted on the Turner section before and after the printing unit. The foil is mechanically indexed
using a high speed servo driven unit during the gap between the image/sheets. This system can
reduce the foil waste between the sheets dramatically but may reduce the speed of the press.
The foil registration system should be selected in preference if there is a large gap between the
images on the sheets as the press can run at full speed.

OPTION 1: (MOVE REEL)

Our Company
We have over 90 years experience of manufacturing
web processing equipment, around the world.
Constant product development, reflecting customer
and market demands and excellent after sales service
ensures we retain a loyal customer base.

After Sales Service
Spare Parts, Service and Support is provided from our
strategically located manufacturing facilities, supported
by our worldwide network of agents and distributors.

EUROPE:
Compact Foilers Ltd
Albemarle Road, Taunton,
Somerset, England, TA1 1BJ
tel: +44 (0) 1823 283411
fax: +44 (0) 1823 251095
email: sales@compactfoilers.com
USA:
tel: (1) 732 627 0400
fax: (1) 732 627 0111
email: sales@compactfoilers.com
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